Turnover shapes evolution of birth and death rates
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Population turnover, a key trait shaped by the organism’s life history strategy, plays an important role in eco-evolutionary dynamics by fixing the timescale for individual birth and death events as well as in determining the level of demographic stochasticity related to growth. Yet, the standard theory of population genetics, and the models heavily used in the related data analysis, have largely ignored the role of turnover. Here we propose a reformulation of population genetics starting from the first principles of birth and death and show that the role of turnover is evolutionarily important. We derive a general stochastic differential equation for the frequency dynamics of competing birth-death processes and determine the appropriate turnover corrections for the essential results regarding fixation, establishment, and substitution of mutants. Our results reveal how both the absolute and relative turnover rates influence evolution. We further describe a deterministic turnover selection, the turnover flux, which operates in small populations. Finally, we analyse the evolution of mean turnover and show how it explains the key eco-evolutionary mechanisms underlying demographic transitions. In conclusion, our results explicitly show how competing life-history strategies, demographic stochasticity, ecological feedback, and evolution are inseparably intertwined, thus calling for a unified theory development starting from the underlying mechanisms of birth and death.
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INTRODUCTION

Population genetics focuses on the interplay of different evolutionary forces and its rich theory lies at the heart of quantitative description of evolution [1]. Its models provide the theoretical backbone for drawing insight from the vast data sets of the post-genomic era and have been successfully applied to explain diverse evolutionary phenomena ranging from understanding adaptation and specification to elucidating cancer evolution, drug resistance and human demographic history [2][6]. Whereas big data biology has resulted in recent breakthroughs in quantifying evolutionary forces, e.g., the identification of distinct mutational processes active across cancers [7], the central theoretical foundation of evolution starting from first principles has remained largely unchanged and elusive.

The ubiquity of genomic data has led to a highly gene-centric view of evolution, where information gained from the large-scale analysis of genomes are seen as the main causes and putative explanations for evolutionary change. Population genetics itself enjoys a special status within theoretical biology in its view of defining selection at the level of competing alleles and emphasis on random processes which can provide sufficient explanation for evolution even in the absence of natural selection. This has resulted in debates regarding the role and importance of selection to molecular, genetic, and even phenotypic evolution [8][9], as well as in various other specific contexts, including cancer evolution [10].

Irrespective of whether signals of selection are found from the genomes or not, no amount of high-throughput data can change the fact that natural selection ultimately results from the almost tautological consequence of differential birth and death rates of the phenotypes present in the population. Likewise genetic drift results from the intrinsic demographic stochasticity necessarily present in finite populations, driven by the random fluctuations between the underlying birth and death events. Remarkably, what often tends to be omitted both analysis-wise, but sometimes even conceptually, is that the primary causes of evolution have therefore fundamentally an ecological, and not genetic, basis [11].

Recently, even mutational processes have been linked to be at least partly modulated by the environment, as more evidence of adaptive mutability has been accumu-
lated in unicellular and cancer cell populations [12, 13]. Epigenetic inheritance, phenotypic plasticity and other strictly non-genetic mechanisms which can create phenotypic diversity subject to selection further confound co-evolutionary dynamics [14], thus calling for integration rather than separation of ecology and evolution. Therefore, it follows that unlike the central dogma of molecular biology would suggest, evolution does not obey the one-directional information flow originating from genes to higher levels of biological hierarchy, but instead acts in the opposite direction, where the selection at the higher-order biological entities in fact constrains the potential evolution that can occur independently at the lower levels.

Even though powerful in explaining the evolution of allele frequencies and other genomic data, the standard theory of population genetics largely fails to account for the tangled genotype-phenotype map [15], or even acknowledge the distinct spaces in which evolution operates, thus disconnecting itself from the underlying mechanisms of birth and death. Consequently, classical models of population genetics seldom capture the population dynamics seen in real populations, thereby obscuring the complicated relationship between natural selection and evolution. On the other hand, while other established fields of theoretical biology have predominantly studied the rich mechanisms of deterministic selection within ecological communities, they rarely specify how the phenotypes of interest arise or are inherited nor is it often clear how the effects of stochastic evolution could be incorporated, or even understood qualitatively (see e.g. [16]). Further ambiguities that result from the fact that different modelling frameworks often apply different proxies for “fitness” [17, 18] seem to create additional obstacles to unification of evolutionary theory.

In search for a unified understanding of evolution grounded on a solid mechanistic foundation, birth-death processes omnipresent across all scales of biology have been proposed as a viable alternative [18]. We agree that this is a promising direction and explicitly show here how birth-death processes open the path forward both conceptually and also in terms of mechanistic modelling of evolution. Instead of building ecology on top of some widely used evolutionary models, such as the Wright-Fisher model [19] or the Moran model [20, 21], here we propose a reformulation of population genetics starting from the underlying birth and deaths events and their respective rates, which can describe arbitrary population dynamics. This way, as we will show, the impressive machinery of population genetics can be harnessed and extended to ecologically more realistic assumptions and systems while still allowing analytical insights to the stochastic evolution of novel mutants.

There exists a large body of literature covering the subject of fixation of beneficial mutations under various assumptions [22–25], which also includes life-history [26–29] and birth-death-like models [30–32]. However, most of the previous work has been done under the limiting assumptions that mutations change either only the birth rate (fecundity-mutants) or the death rate (generation-time mutants) while the other trait remains constant [24]. Alternatively, Parsons et al. consider the so-called quasi-neutrality case where the ratio of the birth and death rates is fixed [31]. By allowing the birth and death rates remain completely general, we show how these restrictive assumptions have concealed the surprisingly prominent role the turnover rate - here defined as the sum of birth and death rates - plays in evolution.

By deriving a stochastic differential equation for the frequency dynamics of competing birth-death processes, we show how the classical Wright-Fisher diffusion [33] can be recovered as a special limit where all the turnover rates scale to one. After arguing why this limit is unrealistic in natural populations, we proceed to rederive the quintessential results concerning the fixation, establishment, and substitution dynamics of mutants, in effect providing the appropriate turnover corrections to them. Our analytical results show how these key quantities substantially depend on the turnover rates. We further describe a deterministic turnover selection term, the turnover flux, which selects for lower turnover mutants analogous to Darwinian selection, in small populations. We then turn to ask how the turnover itself, as a quantitative trait, evolves and derive an equation governing the evolution of the mean turnover rate in a population.

RESULTS

From competing birth-death processes to population genetics

Consider a population of replicators with distinct subtypes $i = 1, \ldots, d$, each with some intrinsic birth and death rates $\beta_i$ and $\delta_i$, respectively. Let us assume that these intrinsic rates are both heritable and mutable, and thus subject to evolution via genetic innovation, and that they determine the growth trait $z_i = (\beta_i, \delta_i) \in \mathbb{R}_+^2$ by which the replicator subtypes would initially grow exponentially in a pristine environment, in the absence of any ecological interactions between the replicators. (In the case of more complex multicellular organisms, the growth trait would rather form an entire (possibly age- or size-dependent) life-history strategy $(z_1, z_2, \ldots)$ but here we are primarily interested in constant life-history strategies, widely applicable in modelling cell and microbial populations.) A fundamental question in biology is then to explain and make predictions about the stochastic evolution of these growth phenotypes while factoring in the potentially complex ecological interactions which regulate the underlying, intrinsic rates, and thus lead to the actually observed, effective birth and death rates by which the real population dynamics unfolds. This distinction between the intrinsic and the effective rates is important because only the intrinsic rates are evolvable by mutation while it is the effective rates by which the evolutionary
Later show, this property of the ecological feedback, too, will prove to be important.

We begin by introducing a general stochastic differential equation (SDE) which describes how the frequencies of the different subtypes change in the population (for full derivation starting from the discrete-time birth-death process, see Methods-section). First, let us denote the difference between the effective birth and death rates as

$$r_i := \beta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\beta) - \delta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\delta),$$

which gives the expected growth rate of subtype $i$ at the given environment (and is thus time-dependent, and not constant), essentially corresponding to the fitness-generating function discussed in [33]. Furthermore, let us denote the sum of the effective birth and death rates as

$$\lambda_i := \beta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\beta) + \delta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\delta),$$

which we define as the turnover rate of subtype $i$ (also time-dependent).

Now, the population size $X_i$ of subtype $i$ is a stochastic birth-death process approximated by (22) (see Methods), and we can apply Ito’s lemma (see e.g. [38]) to recover the corresponding SDE for the frequency dynamics of the strain of interest. This yields

$$dP_i = \left( (r_i - \bar{r}) - \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_i - \bar{\lambda}) \right) P_i dt + \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sqrt{\lambda_j} P_j dW_i^j,$$

where $\bar{r}(t) = \sum j r_j(t) P_j(t)$ is the current mean growth rate in the population, $\bar{\lambda}(t) = \sum j \lambda_j(t) P_j(t)$ is the current mean turnover rate, $W_i^j$ are independent Wiener processes, and the total population size $N$ is stochastic with the associated equation

$$dN = \bar{r} N dt + \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \sqrt{\lambda_j} P_j dW_i^j.$$

When looking at the deterministic part of (1), we immediately recognize its first term $(r_i - \bar{r})P_i$ as the well-known replicator equation (see e.g. [39]), which simply states that the strains, which grow faster (slower) than the population as whole, increase (decrease) in frequency. We notice that the frequency dynamics of arbitrary population dynamics in principle reduces to the replicator dynamics in the limit $N \to \infty$, thus providing a highly general and simple description for the effects of natural selection in large populations. However, in the reality of finite populations, we see that the role of turnover stands out and intriguingly another analogous turnover term $\frac{1}{N} (\lambda_i - \bar{\lambda}) P_i$ appears even to the deterministic part, acting on top of the classical Darwinian selection for faster growth. We call this term the turnover flux because it results solely from the probabilistic flow caused by the demographic stochasticity related to the birth and death events, in turn favouring strains with lower turnover and smaller stochastic fluctuations.

We next analyse the important special case of $d = 2$ to get the much-studied mutant-resident model. We can express the mutant frequency $p = P_1$ using a single
Wiener process term as
\[ dp = (s - \phi)p(1 - p)dt + \sqrt{p(1 - p)(\frac{\lambda}{N} - p\phi)}dW_t \tag{3} \]
where we have now defined the classical selection coefficient as \( s = r_1 - r_2 \) and the turnover flux \( \phi = \frac{1}{N}(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2) \). This comes at the cost of modifying the noise terms in the associated \( N \)-dynamics (see Methods and [22]). If interested only in the statistical properties of the mutant frequency, similar weakly equivalent SDE can also be found for the general equation (see [50]).

We note that the Wright-Fisher diffusion [33] can be recovered from (3) in the limit \((\lambda_1, \lambda_2) \to (1, 1)\), and it follows that the Wright-Fisher model thus formally corresponds to a specific birth-death process, where all the competing variants share the same precise turnover scaled to one. This widespread assumption built in the standard theory of population genetics is not necessary and is unlikely to be valid in natural populations. Fortunately, it can be easily remedied by switching to analyse the more general equations presented above. Indeed, we next take the mutant-resident model as our starting point and rederive the essential classical results regarding fixation, establishment and substitution of mutants, showcasing the effects of differential turnover on these quantities.

**Turnover modulates mutant fixation probabilities causing turnover bias**

Given equation (3), we can write down the associated Fokker-Planck equation, which in principle allows us to solve the time-evolution of the probability distribution for the mutant frequency. From this we can calculate the fixation probability \( u(p) \), which gives the ultimate probability for the event that the mutant starting from initial frequency \( p \) invades and fully replaces the current resident.

Following population genetics tradition, we begin by studying the simplest case of the mutant-resident model with constant growth and turnover rates. By neglecting the ecological feedback, this is equivalent to studying mutant fixation in the pure birth-death model and allows us to quantify the effects of differential turnover rates before moving on to analyse how the ecological feedback changes the evolutionary dynamics. To do this we simply modify the Kimura equation [22] to calculate the fixation probabilities analytically. Indeed, we find that the fixation probability for a mutant originating from a single individual is given by

\[ u\left(\frac{1}{N}\right) = \frac{(-\lambda_1)^{\frac{2s}{\phi} - 1} - (\phi - \lambda_1)^{\frac{2s}{\phi} - 1}}{(-\lambda_1)^{\frac{2s}{\phi} - 1} - (-\lambda_2)^{\frac{2s}{\phi} - 1}} \tag{4} \]

where all the rates are still the same as their intrinsic counterparts as explained. Although the expression (4) is somewhat complicated, the important limit cases turn out to be very simple and intuitive. First, for a neutral mutant we find that

\[ \lim_{s \to 0} u\left(\frac{1}{N}\right) = \frac{1}{N} \frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1 - \phi} \tag{5} \]

and for the case of large populations

\[ \lim_{N \to \infty} u\left(\frac{1}{N}\right) = 1 - \exp\left( -\frac{2s}{\lambda_1} \right) \approx \frac{2s}{\lambda_1}, \tag{6} \]

where the last well-known approximation works well when \( s \) is small. These turnover corrections to the classical results elegantly reveal many important insights that the Wright-Fisher limit has concealed. In small populations the classical expectation for a neutral mutant fails due to the turnover flux and also the relative turnover differences become important. In large populations, where the turnover flux formally vanishes, the mutant’s own absolute turnover rate remains evolutionarily significant because all mutations are necessarily initially rare and thus very much subject to stochastic extinctions. Consequently, it follows generally that the fixation probability for given mutant with arbitrary classical selection coefficient is always a monotonically decreasing function of its turnover.

We can next study subsequent mutant fixation events by analysing substitution dynamics. In the mutant-resident model, we can express the probability of finding the population in a monomorphic state by using a two-state approximation (which is accurate in a mutation limited case) with the appropriate substitution rates (see e.g. [38]):

\[ \pi_i = \frac{X_2 \mu_{2 \to 1} u_{2 \to 1}(1/N)}{X_2 \mu_{2 \to 1} u_{2 \to 1}(1/N) + X_1 \mu_{1 \to 2} u_{1 \to 2}(1/N)}, \tag{7} \]

where \( \mu_i \)'s denote the mutation rates between the strains, \( u_{i \to j} \) the corresponding fixation probabilities, and \( X_i \) the respective equilibrium population sizes. Now, assuming unbiased mutations and similar resident equilibria, the monomorphic state probabilities exhibit a clear turnover bias whereby the population, on average, is more likely to be found at the lower than higher turnover state.

**Birth-death framework allows studying fixation and substitution of mutants in ecological models**

The classical theory has already been extended in special cases by various authors to include more complicated scenarios, where some of the ecologically unrealistic assumptions have been relaxed (see e.g. [23][24]). In general, we believe that studying the rich mechanisms of natural selection within ecological communities probabilistically, beyond the standard deterministic analysis based on the invasion fitness, holds the key in unifying different areas of theoretical biology. The birth-death framework allows naturally to extend the presented analysis to...
FIG. 2. Turnover modulates fixation and substitution dynamics. A A single mutant was introduced to a resident population and the ecological dynamics was simulated using the patch model (with patch size K) until the mutant either went extinct or became fixed. The analytically solved fixation probabilities (solid lines) closely match to the simulation results (dots) obtained from the stochastic birth-death simulations, and reveal that for any given scaled selection coefficient $Ks_0$, the fixation probability decreases monotonically as the mutant’s turnover increases. B Classical theory predicts that the fixation probability of a neutral mutant equals its current frequency in the population (purple solid line). However, in small populations this prediction fails due to the turnover flux, which induces selection even for classically neutral mutants, favouring the types with lower turnover (blue) over higher turnover (yellow). Similarly, lower (green) and higher (red) turnover can either promote or hamper classical growth rate selection respectively. C Assuming an equal mutation rate between the low and high turnover subtypes, the probability of finding the population in monomorphic state exhibits a turnover bias, whereby the population spends more time on average in the low turnover state.

models with ecological feedback simply by substituting in the effective birth and death rates. However, depending on their functional forms, fully general analytical results may not always be achievable.

For the sake of concreteness and as a proof-of-principle, we now move on to fix a specific ecological model and use it for the remainder of our study to showcase the effects of turnover and ecological feedback on the evolutionary dynamics. By incorporating multiplicative density-dependent feedback on the births, additive density- and frequency-dependent feedback on the deaths, and a scalar parameter $\theta \in [0,1]$ which determines how the total feedback is divided between the births ($\theta = 0$ only births) and deaths ($\theta = 1$ only deaths), the patch model defined by the effective birth and death rate equations (31) provides a sufficiently rich yet analytically tractable case study for benchmarking theoretical results to stochastic simulations of the underlying birth-death processes rooted in generalizable principles of ecological feedback (see Methods for more details).

Figure 2 shows how the analytically obtained, approximate fixation probabilities (38) closely match to the stochastic simulations of the patch model: Fig. 2A shows that the fixation probability of a mutant with arbitrary selection coefficient is a monotonically decreasing function of its turnover, as already seen in the case of a pure birth-death process in Eq. (6). Fig. 2B demonstrates how the turnover flux operates and how substantially turnover modulates the fixation probabilities $u(p)$ as a function of the mutant frequency $p$. Finally, Fig. 2C verifies the expectation of turnover bias seen in the monomorphic state probabilities.

We note that although similar observations related to demographic stochasticity have been made also in the literature in other contexts (see [27] and [31] for Fig. 2A and 2B respectively), we believe that our general treatment, derived from the underlying principles of birth and death, together with the turnover corrections to the classical fixation results provides further clarity on the subject and indeed shows the importance of turnover in evolution, a result that has not been fully embraced despite the intuitive notions presented in earlier works.

Establishment threshold quantifies the escape from stochastic extinction and is modulated by turnover

In more complex ecological settings, mutant invasion will rarely lead to substitution and a monomorphic state, but rather successful invasion implies that the mutant will be able to coexist as part of the diverse ecological community. Yet, even in the case that the invasion fitness is positive, the mutant must still first escape from the stochastic extinction before the deterministic dynamics will take over and dominate genetic drift. This process of mutant establishment is a key driving mechanism
by which the turnover rate affects the ultimate fixation probabilities, and conversely understanding the process establishment is conceptually attractive because it allows us to extend the key qualitative and quantitative predictions about novel mutants also in situations where a complete selective sweep is unlikely to occur.

The transition from the initial stochastic regime to the deterministic phase is known in the literature as the \textit{establishment threshold} \cite{79,10}, essentially representing an evolutionary equivalent of an Allee threshold in population dynamics. Rouzine \textit{et al.} \cite{39} derive the establishment threshold as the mutant frequency

\begin{equation}
  p^* = \frac{1}{2Ns} \tag{8}
\end{equation}

above which selection is assumed to dominate drift. However, the precise mathematical characterization and interpretation of the establishment threshold is difficult firstly, because there does not exist any objective threshold above which the mutant could not go extinct (as seen also in Fig. 3B), and secondly because the stochastic extinction risk is a property determined both by the mutant’s growth trait (birth and death rates) as well as the properties of the community it is introduced to. Therefore, given our previous analysis, it seems likely that differential turnover rates will play a key role also in defining the establishment threshold, an element missing from the previous analyses.

Next, we present a simple way to characterize mutant establishment in the introduced general birth-death framework, inspired by the so-called time-average growth rate \cite{41}. Geometric Brownian motion exhibits an interesting phenomenon, whereby the ensemble average grows exponentially with the expected growth rate while any single trajectory will go ultimately extinct \cite{42}, as is technically the case with any population. What this essentially means is that a large enough collection of new mutants will collectively grow according to their invasion fitness irrespective of what the level stochasticity is, but the fate of any single mutant can differ considerably, and is strongly influenced by the volatility it experiences. Because many biological systems of interest are mutation-limited, looking at what happens to the typical mutant is therefore more informative than the ensemble average of such mutations.

We can analyse how the median trajectory of the mutant frequency evolves by taking the log-transformation of the frequency dynamics by applying Ito’s lemma to Eq. (3) (see \cite{41}). This gives us the following equation for the mutant’s log-frequency (see Methods)

\begin{equation}
  d \log p = (1-p)\left(s - \frac{1}{2} \phi - \frac{\lambda_1}{2Np}\right)dt + \sqrt{(1-p)\left(\frac{\lambda_1}{Np} - \phi\right)}dW_t. \tag{9}
\end{equation}

Now, we immediately see that the expected log-frequency change can initially be negative even when the mutant has a high positive invasion fitness, reflecting the fact that the deterministic selection kicks in only when the mutant has managed to grow sufficiently large. Because the establishment threshold quantifies precisely how far the given mutant must drift by luck before it can trust to enjoy positive deterministic selection, we can thus define the establishment threshold as the mutant frequency at which the typical mutant starts to grow, or equivalently when the expected log-frequency change becomes positive. Equating the deterministic part of (9) to zero thus gives

\begin{equation}
  p^* = \frac{\lambda_1}{N(2s - \phi)} \tag{10}
\end{equation}

from which we again notice how the classical establishment threshold \cite{8} is recovered in the Wright-Fisher limit.

We note that when the ecological feedback modifies the effective rates, the establishment threshold technically dynamically changes too. However, as the establishment typically occurs at relatively low mutant frequencies, when the mutant has only negligible effect on the environment, we can readily treat the establishment threshold as constant, evaluated at the initial resident limit.

Life-history evolution is determined by the variance in birth and death rates

So far we have studied the impact of turnover to the fates of mutants and showed how the demographic
stochasticity determined by the turnover rates influences the process of mutant establishment and fixation, thereby causing turnover bias where mutations associated with lower turnover are more likely to be selected in the long run. When looking at the grand picture of evolution across the tree of life, we indeed witness a highly repeatable pattern of increase in organismal complexity and corresponding slowdown of life-history strategies. Next we attempt to close the circle and continue to ask how the turnover rate itself, as a quantitative trait, evolves.

When looking at the frequency dynamics, much attention has been devoted to understanding the effects that result from the stochasticity of the total population size $N$. However, we note that, critically, also the mean fitness $\bar{r}$ and turnover $\lambda$ are both stochastic even though they can be easily computed from the definitions at every time step once the $(p,N)$-dynamics has been fixed. However, could we say something about their time-evolution generally without fixing some particular ecological model?

Indeed, we can now simply apply Ito’s lemma again to the definitions and so recover well-defined SDEs for the mean fitness and turnover given the general equation ($\bar{r}$, $\lambda$) for the frequency dynamics. If we first look at the mean fitness, we notice that we can write its deterministic part, still under completely general treatment, in surprisingly compact form as

$$d\bar{r} = \left[ \sum_j r_j \left( \bar{r}_j - \bar{r} - \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_j - \lambda) \right) p_j + \sum_j p_j \frac{\partial r_j}{\partial t} \right] dt + \xi(t)$$

$$= \left[ \sigma_r^2 \bar{r} - \frac{1}{N} \text{cov}(r, \lambda) + \sum_j p_j \frac{\partial r_j}{\partial t} \right] dt + \xi(t)$$

where we have now suppressed the more complicated noise term to a stochastic process $\xi(t)$. When looking at the deterministic part of this equation, we recognize that the change in mean fitness can be decomposed, essentially in the spirit of the well-known Price-equation (see e.g. [43]), to the effects of evolution changing the frequencies of the different rates in the population, and the effects of ecology, which in contrast may dynamically change the effective rates themselves in response. Intriguingly, the evolutionary part of this equation, irrespective of the acting ecological feedback, further simplifies to being just the variance of effective growth rates ($\sigma_r^2$) present in the population plus additional covariance term from the turnover flux.

If we neglect the turnover flux term, we recover exactly the fundamental theorem formulated in [43], which shows that the contribution of natural selection on the change of mean fitness is mediated solely by the variance in fitness (and not, for example, directly by genetic or phenotypic diversity as previously thought), and that in the absence of ecological feedback, selection always has a non-negative contribution to mean fitness (because variance cannot be negative). However, even though natural selection will always increase the frequency of the “fitter” individuals, this positive contribution to the mean fitness may be more than offset by the potential detrimental effect from the ecological feedback that results from the new environmental state to which the population evolves under selection. Thus, even if natural selection always increases mean fitness in relative terms, the mean fitness may still in some cases decrease in absolute terms, and in extreme cases potentially lead to evolutionary suicide [43].

Importantly, we can now repeat the exercise for the mean turnover to see that

$$d\lambda = \left[ \sum_j \lambda_j \left( r_j - \bar{r} \right) - \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_j - \lambda) \right] p_j + \sum_j p_j \frac{\partial \lambda_j}{\partial t} \right] dt + \xi(t)$$

$$= \left[ \sigma_\lambda^2 \lambda - \frac{1}{N} \text{cov}(r, \lambda) + \sum_j p_j \frac{\partial \lambda_j}{\partial t} \right] dt + \xi(t)$$

where in the last line we have further simplified the covariance term by noting that the growth and turnover rates can be further decomposed to the effective birth and death rates, which conveniently eliminates the covariances altogether. If we again first only focus on the effects of natural selection and ignore the turnover flux term, we can see that it is the variance in the effective birth and death rates which determines, at the most fundamental level, whether organisms evolve to faster or slower life-histories. Because selective advantage can only result either via mutations with higher birth or lower death, selection acting on variance in birth rates necessarily increases turnover, whereas selection acting on variance in death rates decreases turnover. Therefore, it is the difference between these two variances that dictates the direction of life-history evolution, as shown by the selection part of (12).

We can now use this equation to explain the key eco-evolutionary mechanisms underlying demographic changes, especially demographic transitions, whereby a permanent decrease in the effective turnover rate is achieved. Understanding the mechanisms leading to demographic transitions is of interest firstly, because its close connection to the well-documented changes seen in human populations [46], but also because of the highly repeatable evolutionary pattern of “complexifying force” observed across the tree of life, whereby different life-forms seem to predictably evolve ever higher organismal complexity, which in turn is associated with lower turnover.

By introducing birth and death rate mutants to the patch model in different environments by varying the parameter $\theta$, we can track how evolutionary innovations (whether genetic or cultural) spread and lead to positive net growth until the ecological feedback eventually re-equilibrates the population size to its new carrying
FIG. 4. The interplay of eco-evolutionary dynamics underlies demographic transitions. All selectable mutations can be divided to innovations which either decrease the intrinsic death rate ("death rate mutants", panels A,B) or increase the intrinsic birth rate ("birth rate mutants", panels C,D). Upon successful mutant invasion (upper panels) also the mean (effective) birth and death rates will change accordingly (lower panels), and thus in both cases lead to positive net growth until the ecological feedback equilibrates the population size to its new carrying capacity. The ecological dynamics will then modulate the effective birth and death rates independently of the preceding evolutionary dynamics, and can either sustain (panels A,D) or reverse (panels B,C) the evolutionary change in the effective birth and death rates, leading to four distinct patterns of demographic change depicted in the lower panels. The changes in the mean turnover rate (green lines) can be decomposed to the effects of selection (purple lines) and ecology (red lines) as shown by equation (12).

capacity. Figure 4 shows the four extreme cases where pure birth or death mutants were introduced to the extreme environments with either solely birth- or death-mediated regulation, and displays the resulting evolutionary and demographic patterns. Whereas the evolutionary dynamics looks almost identical irrespective of the type of the mutant or the ecological feedback, the resulting demographic change in the turnover is different in each case. The change in the mean turnover rate can be decomposed to the evolutionary and ecological parts as shown by Eq. (12), and decrease in turnover (a demographic transition) can only be observed in the case where an innovation, which decreases the intrinsic death rate, spreads to an environment where the ecological feedback acts by decreasing the births. Even if the intrinsic traits under selection are associated with lower (intrinsic) turnover, a demographic transition nevertheless fails to occur if the consequential ecological feedback reverses the preceding evolutionary change in turnover by equilibrating the population size with externally mediated sources of mortality (e.g. predation or parasitism). This directly connects our results to the observations in literature [47] [48], where the role of extrinsic mortality in life-history evolution has on one hand been emphasized and deemed important, but on the other remained somewhat unclear. Indeed, we can now dive even deeper in disentangling the complementary effects of selection, genetics and ecological feedback on the direction of life-history evolution by investigating how the (genetically-codified) intrinsic turnover rate evolves in the population.

Only multiplicatively acting ecological feedback has evolutionary significance

The power of the derived fundamental equation (12) lies in the fact that we can now use the properties of variance to broadly categorize how different modes of ecological feedback induce selection for different life-history strategies also at the level of intrinsic traits. Because the variance is invariant with respect to the location parameter, it follows that only multiplicative feedback can have evolutionary significance. Indeed, we can now write one last equation for the trait evolution of the intrinsic turnover rate $\lambda_0$ by considering all the four possible different combinations of ecological feedback, where both
the birth and death regulation can act either additively or multiplicatively. Because the intrinsic rates are fixed, the ecological part of \( \theta \) must be zero, and we get

\[
d\lambda^0 = \left[ \sum_j \lambda_j^0 \left( r_j - \bar{r} \right) - \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_j - \bar{\lambda}) \right] dt + \xi_3(t)
\]

\[
= \left[ \text{cov}(r, \lambda^0) - \frac{1}{N} \text{cov}(\lambda^0, \lambda) \right] dt + \xi_3(t)
\]

(13)

where the driving covariance term can now be simplified as

\[
\text{cov}(r, \lambda^0) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_{\beta_0}^2 - \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2, & \text{add. and } \xi_3 \text{ add.} \\
\xi_3 \sigma_{\beta_0}^2 + (\xi_3 - 1) \text{cov}(\beta_0, \lambda_0) - \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2, & \xi_3 \text{ mult. and } \xi_3 \text{ add.} \\
\sigma_{\lambda_0}^2 + (1 - \xi_3) \text{cov}(\beta_0, \lambda_0) - \xi_3 \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2, & \xi_3 \text{ add. and } \xi_3 \text{ mult.} \\
\xi_3 \sigma_{\beta_0}^2 + (\xi_3 - 1) \text{cov}(\beta_0, \lambda_0) - \xi_3 \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2, & \xi_3 \text{ mult. and } \xi_3 \text{ mult.} 
\end{cases}
\]

(14)

where \( \sigma_{\beta_0}^2 \) and \( \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2 \) now represent the variances in the intrinsic birth and death rates, respectively. This equation now allows us to explicitly see how different modes of ecological feedback (additive or multiplicative) factor into the selection of either slower or faster turnover.

As a concrete example, let us again look at the patch model and simulate evolutionary trajectories while assuming an unbiased Gaussian mutation kernel for the intrinsic birth and death rates as well as a concave trade-off curve for the feasible trait space (see Methods). From the patch model equations (31), we can see that the birth rate regulation is multiplicative and the death rate regulation is additive, as is common in extrinsic mortality generally, and we thus get the following selection gradient for the mean turnover dynamics in the patch model (neglecting the turnover flux term)

\[
\frac{\partial \lambda_0}{\partial t} = \left(1 - \frac{(1 - \theta) N}{K} \right) \sigma_{\beta_0}^2 - \left(1 - \frac{\theta N}{K} \right) \text{cov}(\beta_0, \lambda_0) - \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2.
\]

(15)

We can now use this equation to predict how the evolutionary trajectories will look like as a function of the parameter \( \theta \). We first note that when no life-history trade-offs are present in the interior of the trait space, the variance terms must be equal \( \sigma_{\beta_0}^2 = \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2 = \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2 \), and the covariance term must vanish (when the mutational kernel is assumed to be non-biased). This simplifies the mean turnover equation in the interior trait space to the form

\[
\frac{\partial \lambda_0}{\partial t} = -\frac{(1 - \theta) N}{K} \sigma_{\lambda_0}^2
\]

(16)

readily predicting that the mean intrinsic turnover rate will decrease whenever \( \theta < 1 \), that is, when there is any feedback that decreases the births. This is exactly what we also observe in the simulations displayed in Fig. 5 when looking at the mean evolutionary trajectories across the \( \lambda_0 \)-contours. However, once the evolutionary trajectory hits the trade-off curve, or more generally any other (developmental) constraints in the trait space, the variance terms will no longer be equal and thus alter the turnover dynamics together with the additional covariance terms. Therefore, (14) reveals how the effects of selection show up very simply as the difference in the variances of the intrinsic rates, whereas the effects of genetics and its background factor into the variance and covariance terms, which can then be further adjusted by

**FIG. 5.** Ecological feedback mechanisms determine long-term evolutionary trajectories. Evolution of intrinsic birth and death rates in the patch model under different modes of population regulation (panels A-C) when the feasible trait space is assumed to be restricted by a concave trade-off curve (blue solid line). The thick lines represent the mean traits over time (shown by the color scale starting from blue and ending to red), together with five individual trajectories (black). Turnover iso-contours are shown in black dashed lines. **A** Regulation by birth-limiting environments (\( \theta = 0 \)) select for lower turnover. **B** A combined regulation by births and deaths (\( \theta = 0.5 \)). **C** Environments which increase effective death rate (\( \theta = 1 \)) lead to evolution of faster life-histories and higher turnover.
the multiplicatively, but not additively, acting ecological feedback.

**DISCUSSION**

Birth and death are ubiquitous events across all levels of biological systems, and all aspects of evolution can ultimately be traced back on how the different evolutionary forces shape organisms’ reproduction and survival. Importantly, differential birth and death rates not only determine the expected growth rate (and therefore selection) via their difference, but also set the intrinsic volatility related to this growth via their sum, the turnover rate. Even though the field of population genetics is well-known for taking the effects of stochasticity seriously, the fact that new mutants may differ not only in terms of their expected growth rate, but also in terms of their turnover, has been largely ignored. While numerous studies have investigated and identified demographic stochasticity [25, 29] and life-history strategies [27] as important factors and explored their evolutionary consequences, the concept of turnover has remained fuzzy and the standard theory of population genetics and the models used in practice say very little about the role of turnover in evolution generally. Given the surprisingly simple yet fundamental equation \[ \text{formula (12)} \] that governs the evolution of the mean turnover, defined as the sum of birth and death rates, we indeed believe that this concept is central to evolution, as evidenced also by the fixation and establishment results exemplified in Figs. 2 and 3.

Instead of building on top of the widely used classical evolutionary models, such as the Wright-Fisher model or the Moran model, here we attempted to derive the correct evolutionary model directly from the first principles of birth and death while factoring in the multitude of ecological mechanisms that may regulate the effective birth and death rates. By doing so, we showed how the classical results based on the Wright-Fisher diffusion can be recovered as a special case where all the turnover rates scale to unity, and further demonstrated how taking this limit has in fact concealed the prominent role turnover plays in evolution. We then verified this mathematical expectation and benchmarked the analytical results with stochastic simulations of the birth-death processes using the patch model as a case-study, which is rich enough to sufficiently display the key ecological feedback mechanisms yet simple enough to preserve a degree of generality and allow meaningful comparison to the classical results.

After understanding how turnover affects the fixation probabilities of mutants, we moved on to dissect the process of mutant establishment. By refining the concept of establishment threshold [39], we showed how the initial escape from stochastic extinction can be quantified in a model-free way, showing how it is both the absolute and relative turnover rates which impact mutants’ evolutionary success. Therefore, the effects of differential turnover cannot be sensibly eliminated using scaling tricks related to “effective population sizes” because this would be unique for every mutant, and not population, thus rendering the concept practically useless. However, using the derived establishment threshold, the key qualitative role of turnover can be extended also to more complex ecological communities, where a complete fixation cannot be expected, but instead the question of coexistence arises. Given the simple and highly interpretable formula \[ \text{formula (10)} \], one particularly interesting area for future research would be linking the here discussed establishment threshold to the concept of minimal infectious dose and understanding its determinants [49].

Finally, we investigated the long-term consequences of turnover to life-history evolution. By calculating the monomorphic state probabilities for subsequent substitution dynamics, we observed a turnover bias, where at any given time the population is on average more likely to be found at the lower turnover state. When combined with any potential macroevolutionary forces, the turnover bias alone may help to explain the apparent slowdown of life-histories across the tree of life in long evolutionary times even in the absence of direct selection for slower turnover. Extending the presented analysis of the most fundamental eco-evolutionary mechanisms underlying demographic transitions (see Fig. 4) to include e.g., age-dependent birth and death rates, may provide an interesting future direction to properly investigate such speculations and could also be of potential interest when modelling human demography [50] and cultural evolution.

The presented results are also of particular relevance to rapidly evolving cell populations, such as cancer and microbial cell communities, which can exhibit diverse life-history strategies and great turnover differences, ranging from hyperproliferative cells to complete quiescence. Indeed, the role of turnover seems to be evident especially in the context of cancer evolution [51, 52], where detailed understanding of the mechanisms of birth and death can further elucidate patterns of tumor progression and waiting times to cancer as well as guide optimal treatment decisions [53, 54]. However, in order to fully leverage the utility of the presented theory and test its predictions, it is necessary to be able to experimentally access the birth and death rates, and not only their difference. This key message of our work calls for more experimental work much in the spirit of [55], where we currently have surprisingly little knowledge about the varying rates of turnover and death even in different healthy tissues. This point is no less relevant even for a purely modelling perspective, where more emphasis ought to be put on the clear distinction between mechanisms of birth and death, and how evolution and ecology respectively affect them. This is particularly important for individual-based simulations where it is important to realize that such implicit decisions regarding how e.g., the mutations and density-regulation are implemented, can in fact cause unwanted and unrecognized evolutionary pressure towards certain phenotypes.
METHODS

Deriving the frequency dynamics

The population dynamics of subtype $i$ with effective birth and death rates $\beta_i := \beta(z, \mathcal{E}_i)$ and $\delta_i := \delta(z, \mathcal{E}_i)$ can be written using a discrete-time equation

$$X_i(t + \Delta t) = X_i(t) + \Delta X_i,$$

where

$$\Delta X_i \sim \text{Skellam}(\beta_i, \delta_i, X_i \Delta t)$$

with the mean and variance of

$$\mathbb{E}[\Delta X_i] = r_i X_i \Delta t \quad \text{and} \quad \text{Var}[\Delta X_i] = \lambda_i X_i \Delta t.$$ (18)

As the process is a sum of Skellam-distributed random variables (which in turn are differences of Poisson processes), we can form a coarse-grained approximation of the model by replacing the increment with a Gaussian increment with the same first two moments

$$\Delta X_i \sim \mathcal{N}(r_i X_i \Delta t, \lambda_i X_i \Delta t).$$ (19)

We can now introduce a Gaussian random variable

$$\Delta W_i = \mathcal{N}(0, \Delta t),$$ (20)

which then lets us write (17) as

$$X_i(t + \Delta t) = X_i + r_i X_i \Delta t + \sqrt{\lambda_i X_i} \Delta W_i.$$ (21)

In the limit $\Delta t \to 0$ this becomes the stochastic differential equation

$$dX_i = r_i X_i dt + \sqrt{\lambda_i X_i} dW_i^i$$ (22)

for which the discretized model can be seen as Euler–Maruyama approximation (additionally see [56] where an equation of this form is also derived).

We can now apply Ito’s lemma to function $X_i$ in order to get the corresponding SDE for the frequency dynamics of subtype $i$, which straightforwardly gives equations (1)-(2). Importantly, note that the equations hold for arbitrary time-dependent growth and turnover rates, because when applying Ito’s lemma the derivatives are only calculated with respect to frequency of the strain of interest, thus allowing the study of completely general population dynamics.

In the case $d=2$, we can define $p = P_1$, in which case we have $\bar{r} = r_1 + r_2(1-p), \bar{\lambda} = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2(1-p)$. Thus, we get the following special cases of (1)-(2):

$$dp = \left( (r_1 - r_2) - \frac{1}{N}(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2) \right) (1-p) dt$$

$$+ \frac{(1-p)}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_1} dW^1 - \frac{p}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_2(1-p)} dW^2,$$

$$dN = N \bar{r} dt$$

$$+ \sqrt{N} \sqrt{\lambda_1} dW^1 + \sqrt{N} \sqrt{\lambda_2(1-p)} dW^2.$$ (23)

As we are only interested in the distribution properties of $p$ and $N$ we can though modify the equations above a bit. We can notice that the Fokker–Planck equation for the process does not explicitly depend on the form of the matrix

$$G(p, N) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{(1-p)}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_1} & -\frac{p}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_2(1-p)} \\ \frac{p}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_2(1-p)} & \frac{(1-p)}{\sqrt{N}} \sqrt{\lambda_2} \end{pmatrix}$$ (24)

multiplying $dW$’s but instead, it is only function of the term

$$Q(p, N) = G(p, N)G^T(p, N).$$ (25)

Therefore the distributional properties of $p$ and $N$ remain intact if we replace the matrix $G$ with another matrix $\tilde{G}$ such that

$$Q(p, N) = \tilde{G}(p, N)\tilde{G}^T(p, N).$$ (26)

In our case we have

$$Q(p, N) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{(1-p)^2}{N} \lambda_1 p + \frac{p^2}{N} \lambda_2 (1-p) & (1-p) \lambda_1 p - p \lambda_2 (1-p) \\ (1-p) \lambda_1 p - p \lambda_2 (1-p) & N \lambda_1 p + N \lambda_2 (1-p) \end{pmatrix}.$$ (27)

We can now select $\tilde{G}(p, N)$ as the lower triangular Cholesky factorization of $Q(p, N)$, that is,

$$\tilde{G}(p, N) = \begin{pmatrix} \sqrt{\lambda_1 (1-p)} & 0 \\ N\phi \sqrt{\frac{(1-p)p}{N}} & \sqrt{\lambda_1 (1-p) - \frac{(1-p)p}{N} \phi^2} \end{pmatrix}.$$ (28)

Thus if we introduce a 2D Wiener process $(W, \tilde{W})$ which has the same law as $(W_1, W_2)$, we can form weakly equivalent SDEs for $p$ and $N$ as follows:

$$dp = (s - \phi) p(1-p) dt + \sqrt{p(1-p) \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{N} - \phi \right)} dW,$$

$$dN = N \bar{r} dt + N\phi \sqrt{\left( \frac{(1-p)p}{N} \right) \lambda_1 (1-p) - \frac{(1-p)p}{N} \phi^2} d\tilde{W}.$$ (29)

where $s = r_1 - r_2$ and $\phi = \frac{1}{N}(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)$.

In principle, we can also make use of a similar Cholesky factorization in general $d$-dimensional case, which allows for writing one of the probabilities (say $p_1$) as function of a single Wiener process. However, all of them cannot be jointly written in such a form. The resulting equation for the single probability component can be written as

$$dP_i = \left( (r_i - \bar{r}) - \frac{1}{N}(\lambda_i - \bar{\lambda}) \right) P_i dt + \sqrt{\frac{P_i}{N} (\lambda_i(1-2P_i) + \bar{\lambda} P_i)} d\tilde{W},$$ (30)

which indeed is a generalization of the first equation in [29].
Patch model as a case study

In order to investigate mutant fixation, substitution and establishment we need to fix some ecological model that defines the effective birth and death rates. We note that the simplest and most widely used model, the logistic model, is unsuitable, because in all mechanistically derived instances of logistic growth the “carrying capacity” is not a constant, but rather a function of the intrinsic birth and death rates (for more discussion see e.g. [57]). Therefore assuming a constant carrying capacity term while assuming the frequency dynamics of subtypes with different intrinsic rates is problematic. Hence we use a slightly modified version of the logistic model, which is more ecologically justified and also includes elements of frequency-dependent selection.

Consider the case where the growth is limited by the available space and let $K$ denote the number of free patches, i.e. the maximum number of individuals the system can sustain (absolute carrying capacity which cannot be exceeded). Individuals die with their intrinsic death rate and produce a new offspring according to their intrinsic birth rate, which then randomly disperses to one of the patches. We can now consider two forms of density regulation depending on what happens if the new offspring lands on an occupied patch. There are only two cases: either the new offspring will die or replace and kill the the previous inhabitant. We can now consider a replacement probability $\theta \in [0,1]$ (which we assume is determined by the ecological system and not the individual) that gives the probability that a birth on an occupied patch is successful.

With these rules set, the effective birth rate is the probability of landing on an empty patch ($\beta_i^0(1 - \frac{N}{K})$) plus the probability of landing on an occupied patch times the replacement probability ($\frac{\beta_o^0 \theta}{K}$). The effective death rate in turn is then the intrinsic death rate plus the deaths induced by the replacing offspring from both the own and competing strains. The total rate of producing offspring is given by $\sum_j \beta_j^0 X_j$, they land on any specific patch with probability $\frac{1}{K}$ and replace with probability $\theta$. Hence the product $\frac{\theta}{K} \sum_j \beta_j^0 X_j = \theta \frac{N}{K} \sum_j \beta_j^0 P_j$ gives the death rate caused by replacement. This gives equations

$$
\begin{align*}
\beta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\beta) &= \beta_i^0 \mathcal{E}_\beta = \beta_i \left( 1 - (1 - \theta) \frac{N}{K} \right) \\
\delta(z_i, \mathcal{E}_\delta) &= \delta_i^0 + \mathcal{E}_\delta = \delta_i^0 + \theta \frac{N}{K} \sum_j \beta_j^0 P_j
\end{align*}
$$

where the ecological feedback acts multiplicatively on the birth rate and additively on the death rate. These rates then determine the effective growth and turnover rates

$$
\begin{align*}
r_i &= r_i^0 - \delta_i^0 \frac{N}{K} + \theta \left( \beta_i^0 - \beta_i^0 \right) \frac{N}{K} \\
\lambda_i &= \lambda_i^0 - \beta_i^0 (1 - \theta) \frac{N}{K} + \theta \frac{N}{K} \beta_i^0
\end{align*}
$$

where $r_i^0 = \beta_i^0 - \delta_i^0$, $\lambda_i^0 = \beta_i^0 + \delta_i^0$, and $\beta_i^0 = \sum_j \beta_j^0 P_j$.

Fixation in patch models

We can use the Kimura equation [22] to derive the fixation probabilities analytically, but taking care that we substitute the effective growth and turnover rates (32) when calculating the infinitesimal mean and variance.

First, let us calculate the selection coefficient and turnover flux

$$
\begin{align*}
s &= r_1 - r_2 = s_0 - (\beta_1^0 - \beta_2^0)(1 - \theta) \frac{N}{K} \\
\phi &= \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_1 - \lambda_2) = \phi_0 - (\beta_1^0 - \beta_2^0)(1 - \theta) \frac{1}{K}
\end{align*}
$$

where we have defined $s_0 = r_1 - r_2$ and $\phi_0 = \frac{1}{N} (\lambda_1^0 - \lambda_2^0)$.

We note that the frequency-dependence in the death rates cancels out because the feedback $\mathcal{E}_\delta$ acts additively. Therefore, the selection coefficient and the turnover flux are purely density-dependent functions, which we can now substitute to (3). Thus, we find the infinitesimal mean

$$
M = \left( s - \phi \right) p(1 - p) = (s_0 - \phi_0 - \frac{N}{K} (\beta_1^0 - \beta_2^0)(1 - \theta) ) p(1 - p)
$$

and variance

$$
V = p(1 - p) \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{N} - p \phi_0 \right) = p(1 - p) \left[ \frac{\lambda_1^0}{N} - \frac{1}{K} \left( \beta_1^0 (1 - \theta) - \beta_0^0 \theta \right) \right] - p \left( \phi_0 - (\beta_1^0 - \beta_2^0)(1 - \theta) \frac{1}{K} \right).
$$

We note that these terms still contain additional time-dependencies via the $N$ and $\beta_i^0$ terms. To facilitate the analytical solution of the fixation probabilities, we resort to standard adaptive dynamics assumptions: first, it is easy to see that the resident’s population size equilibrates at

$$\hat{X}_2 = K \left( 1 - \frac{\beta_i^0}{\beta_2^0} \right)
$$

which allows us to set the initial condition $N(0) = \hat{X}_2$ by assuming that the resident population equilibrates before the next mutant arrives. Next, we further approximate that $\mathbb{E}[N] = \hat{X}_2$ throughout the relevant stochastic dynamics during the mutant establishment, which in effect allows us to treat $N$ as constant before the population size re-equilibrates to the mutant’s equilibrium $\hat{X}_1$ upon fixation. We can then take this value as the new initial condition for the subsequent substitution events. Finally, we neglect the minor frequency-dependency in the mean birth rate and approximate $\beta_i^0 = \beta_2^0$.

Now, by defining the constants $A = s_0 - \phi_0 - \frac{N}{K} (\beta_1^0 - \beta_2^0)(1 - \theta)$, $B = \frac{\lambda_1^0}{\hat{X}_2} - \frac{1}{K} (\beta_1^0 (1 - \theta) - \beta_2^0 \theta)$ and $C = \frac{\lambda_1^0}{\hat{X}_2} - \frac{1}{K} \beta_2^0 \theta$.
\[ \phi_0 - \frac{1}{\kappa} (\beta_0^1 - \beta_0^2)(1 - \theta), \] we get the integrator

\[
G(y) = \exp \left( -2 \int^y \frac{M}{V} dp \right) = \exp \left( -2 \int^y \frac{A}{B - Cp} dp \right) = \exp \left( \frac{2A}{C} \log(B - Cy) \right) = \left( B - Cy \right)^{\frac{2A}{C}}
\]

from which we can now obtain the fixation probability for a mutant starting from initial frequency \( p \) as

\[
u(p) = \frac{\int_0^p G(y)dy}{\int_0^1 G(y)dy} = \frac{(B - Cp)^{\frac{2A}{C} + 1} - B^{\frac{2A}{C} + 1}}{(B - C)^{\frac{2A}{C} + 1} - B^{\frac{2A}{C} + 1}}.
\]

We can further study the pure birth-death process as a special case by removing the ecological feedback by taking the patch size \( K \to \infty \). This leads to the fixation probability given in \([1]\).

**Establishment threshold**

Let us consider the SDEs for \( p \) and \( N \) given in \([29]\). Using Ito’s lemma (see, e.g., \([36]\)) for function \( \log p \) then gives

\[
d \log p = (s - \phi)(1 - p) \, dt + \sqrt{\frac{(1 - p)}{p} \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{N} - p \phi \right)} \, dW
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{2} \frac{(1 - p)}{p} \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{N} - p \phi \right) \, dt.
\]

Now the value that forces the drift to be constant is given by

\[
(s - \phi)(1 - p) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{(1 - p)}{p} \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{N} - p \phi \right),
\]

where we get that either \( p^* = 1 \) or then

\[
p^* = \frac{\lambda_1}{N(2s - \phi)}.
\]

The same result would be obtained by using the log-transformation on Eqs. \([23]\) instead. In the general \( d \)-dimensional case we can follow the same procedure by applying the log-transform to Eq. \([30]\) and in principle recover a similar threshold equation in an implicit form.

**Stochastic simulations**

All the stochastic simulations were done by simulating the discrete birth-death equation \([17]\) forward in time using the patch model equations \([31]\) while varying the intrinsic rates as well as the parameter \( \theta \) which determines whether the ecological feedback is channeled via decreased birth \( (\theta = 0) \) or increased death \( (\theta = 1) \). Figure 2 had \( 10^6 \) independent realisations per data point and Figure 3 \( 10^3 \) trajectories per initial mutant fraction. The evolutionary trajectories displayed in Fig. 4 were simulated starting from the initial trait \( z_0 = (0.5, 0.3) \) and assuming an unbiased Gaussian mutation kernel \( dz \sim N'((0, 0), (0.01, 0.01)) \) with per capita mutation rate \( \mu = 0.005 \). Because this results in multiple coexisting traits, we sped up the simulations by first drawing the next generation size from a Poisson distribution \( N_{t+1} \sim \text{Poisson}(N_tW) \) using mean multiplicative fitness \( W = \exp(r) \) and then sampling the genotypes using weights \( W_i = \exp(r_i) \) (see e.g. \([58]\)). The concave trade-off curve used for the feasible trait space was defined as \( B(\delta_0) = 0.6 \cdot \log(\delta_0) + 2.2 - 1.8 \cdot \delta_0 \) which gives the maximal intrinsic birth rate for given intrinsic death rate. The plotted mean evolutionary trajectory was calculated as the mean trait \( \bar{z}_0 \) over 1000 simulated trajectories, each with length \( 10^4 \) time steps.
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